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Abstract: We evaluated the influence of wind-induced waves on El Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) simulations based on the First Institute of Oceanography-Earth System Model version 2
(FIO-ESM 2.0), a global coupled general circulation model (GCM) with a wave component. Two
sets of experiments, the GCM, with and without a wave model, respectively, were conducted in
parallel. The simulated sea surface temperature (SST) was cooled by introducing the wave model
via the enhancement of the vertical mixing in the ocean upper layer. The strength of ENSO was
intensified and better simulated with the inclusion of wave-induced mixing, particularly the La Niña
amplitude. Furthermore, the simulated amplitude and spatial pattern of El Niño events were slightly
altered with the wave model. Heat budget analyses revealed the intensification of La Niña events to
be generally attributed to wave-induced vertical advection, followed by the zonal and meridional
advection terms.

Keywords: FIO-ESM 2.0; ENSO; wave model

1. Introduction

Climate models have become a powerful tool in simulating and predicting climate
anomalies and variabilities across wide temporal and spatial scales. Climate models
can be generally divided into four types: atmospheric general circulation, ocean general
circulation, land surface, and sea ice models. Great progress has been made over the past
few decades in developing advanced coupled models, including increased resolutions
and more accurate parameterization schemes. However, current climate models still
face large systematic biases, typically attributed to the absence or misrepresentation of
important physical processes, for example, the surface waves. Hasselmann [1] revealed the
importance of surface gravity waves in numerical models; yet, previous climate models
rarely consider waves, as their spatial and temporal scales are too small to be resolved
in models. However, wave motion plays a key role in the physical process of the upper
ocean [2–9]. For example, the spray, turbulence, and bubbles introduced by the breaking
wave can influence the air–sea fluxes [3]. Sea temperature in the upper ocean is significantly
affected by the vertical mixing introduced by the surface waves [10,11]. Yu et al. [12] found
that the simulation of sea level pressure could be clearly improved by accounting for the
effect of surface waves. Furthermore, Qiao and Huang [13] revealed that the inclusion of
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the nonbreaking wave-induced vertical mixing (Bv) can aid in the reduction of distribution
and seasonal cycle biases of the ocean temperature. Previous work has demonstrated that
considering the effects of the surface wave-induced mixing in the Community Climate
System Model Version3 (CCSM3) can effectively improve the simulation of tropical basin
wide sea surface temperature (SST) values [11].

The influence of waves must thus be considered in order to improve climate model
performances. The First Institute of Oceanography-Earth System Model version 1.0 initially
incorporated an ocean surface wave model with the global coupled Community Earth
System Model (CESM) version 1 (FIO-ESM 1.0) [7]. Zhao et al. [14] compared the prediction
skill of the North Pacific variability (NPV) index between FIO-ESM 1.0 and Climate Forecast
System, Version 2 (CFSv2), finding that the skill of FIO-ESM 1.0 is higher by 11.6% (23.6%)
when ENSO and NPV are in (out of) phase at initial conditions. Chen et al. [15] revealed
that the introduction of Bv to FIO-ESM 1.0 simulated a more stable stratification, thus
reducing the mixed layer depth and heat content biases. Shu et al. [16] employed FIO-ESM
1.0 to simulate the Arctic Ocean ice, indicating the ability of the model to simulate the
seasonal variation of sea ice coverage and to predict the sea ice fluctuations across different
conditions.

In order to improve FIO-ESM 1.0, the First Institute of Oceanography developed
FIO-ESM 2.0, based on its predecessor. FIO-ESM 2.0 includes new physical processes
and more detailed grids. Bao et al. [17] used the SST from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and
Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) data [18], precipitation from the Global Precipitation
Climatology Project (GPCP) data [19], and surface air temperature from (the Met Office
Hadley Centre/Climate Research Unit version 4) HadCRUT4 data [20] to compare the
performance of FIO-ESM 2.0 against FIO-ESM 1.0, concluding that FIO-ESM 2.0 can better
represent the asymmetric precipitation around the equator, and have better simulations of
surface air temperature and SST.

In the current paper, we employed FIO-ESM 2.0 to evaluate the simulation ability of
ENSO and investigate the impacts of waves, which has previously been under-reported.
ENSO plays a dominant role in the atmosphere–ocean interaction within the tropical Pacific,
strongly affecting global climate and human activities [21–29]. It is characterized by the
anomalous warming in the equatorial eastern tropical Pacific every 2–7 years, typically
peaking at the winter season (called phase locking) [30]. In recent studies, a new type of
El Niño event was discovered, called Warm pool (WP) El Niño events. Different from
the conventional Cold Tongue (CT) El Niño with warming in the eastern tropical Pacific,
the WP El Niño events occur with the warming near the central tropical Pacific [24,31–34].
Often, the El Niño event is defined when Nino3.4 index (SSTA averaged over 5◦ S–5◦ N,
170◦ W–150◦ W) during the boreal winter (December–January–February, DJF) is larger than
its corresponding one standard deviation, whereas the Nino3 index (SSTA averaged over
5◦ S–5◦ N, 150◦ W–90◦ W) and the Nino4 index (SSTA averaged over 5◦ S–5◦ N, 160◦ E–
150◦ W) are used to define WP and CT El Niño events, respectively (e.g., Yeh et al. [35]).
For an El Nino event, when its Nino3 (Nino4) index is larger than Nino4 (Nino3) index, the
El Niño event is defined as CT (WP) El Niño.

ENSO simulation and prediction have been an intensive research filed of the tropical
air–sea interaction. Many efforts have been made to accurately simulate the ENSO features,
from its period, phase locking, to irregularity, etc. Various climate models with different
complexities have been developed and used towards this goal, as well documented in
Coupled Models Intercomparison Project (CMIP) from CMIP3 to CMIP6 [26,27,29,30,36].
For example, Ham et al. [36] evaluated the simulation of two types of El Niño in CMIP3
models and found that most of models tended to simulate a single type of El Niño. The
possible reason may be the unrealistic representation of annual-mean SST in these models.
As another example, Zhang and Sun [29] concluded that the models in CMIP5 remained
the problems of simulating too weak ENSO asymmetry, which is possibly due to the weak
model SSTA and the wrong position of the anomaly centers. Moreover, Bellenger et al. [30]
compared the simulation of ENSO from CMIP3 to CMIP5 and found that ENSO life cycle
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in CMIP5 is modestly improved, including the large SSTA location and seasonal phase
locking.

While these ENSO models represent a full spectrum of coupled models including
various physical processes and resolutions, they almost lack a wind-induced wave compo-
nent in coupling systems. Chen et al. [37] employed FIO-ESM 1.0 to examine the ENSO
simulation biases and found several common limitations, such as an eastward tendency of
the location of El Niño, a regular period, excessive strength, and the spurious eastward
propagation of El Niño events. Despite a detailed analysis on El Niño events, Chen et al.
failed to discuss the La Niña simulations in detail and did not evaluate the influences of the
wave model on ENSO simulations. In the current paper, we apply FIO-ESM 2.0 to further
expand the investigation on the effects of waves on ENSO simulations. An emphasis is
placed on ENSO properties including period, phase-locking feature, and diversity, as well
as the influences of the ENSO phases.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 details the FIO-ESM 2.0
configuration and the data used in this work. Section 3 analyzes the ENSO feature simula-
tion and the corresponding wave model influences, and discusses the potential physical
processes underlying these influences on the ENSO simulations. Section 4 concludes the
paper.

2. Model and Method
2.1. Model

FIO-ESM 2.0 was developed by the First Institute of Oceanography, Ministry of
Natural Resources of China and includes five models: the Community Atmosphere Model
version 5, with a finite-volume dynamical core (CAM5) [38]; the Community Land Model
version 4.0 (CLM4.0) [39]; the Parallel Ocean Program version 2 (POP2) [40]; the Los
Alamos Sea Ice Model version 4 (CICE4) [41]; and the Marine Science and Numerical
Modeling (MASUM) [42]. All five models are coupled by coupler 7. CAM5 has a horizontal
resolution of 0.9◦ × 1.25◦ (latitude x longitude), with 30 vertical layers. POP2 grids have
a 1.1◦ × 0.27–0.54◦ resolution (longitude × latitude) and 61 vertical layers. CICE4 and
MASUM have the same resolution as POP2, while the horizontal resolution of CLM4.0 is
equal to that of CAM5.

The wave model, called MASNUM in FIO-ESM 2.0, introduces four distinct physical
processes, including nonbreaking surface wave-induced mixing (Bv), stokes drift on air-sea
fluxes, sea spray on air-sea heat fluxes, and SST diurnal cycle parameterization [17]. The
Bv can be calculated as follows:

Bv = α
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spectrum; ω is the wave angular frequency;
→
k is the wave number; and z is the vertical

coordinate (upward being positive) with z = 0 at the ocean surface. Details of the remaining
physical processes can be found in Bao et al.’s report [17].

2.2. Method and Data

In order to examine the influences of the waves on ENSO simulation, we conducted
two experiments, namely, the wave run based on FIO-ESM 2.0 with the wave model
(denoted as wave run hereafter) and the no-wave run based on FIO-ESM 2.0 without
the wave model (denoted as no-wave run hereafter). A 150-year run is carried out under
present-day forcing for each experiment and only the potential temperature and zonal wind
stress of the last 50 years are analyzed. For comparison, we used the observed temperature
and zonal wind stress during the period from 1961 to 2010. Monthly SST was taken from
the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature dataset (HadISST) [18], while the
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monthly mean potential temperature and zonal wind stress were obtained from Simple
Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA, version 2) [43].

3. Influences on ENSO

Prior to analyzing the simulation of ENSO events, we simulated the climate mean
states from the two sets of experiments, which are able to capture the basic spatial distri-
bution of SST (Figure 1). However, the amplitude of SST is overestimated in most areas
(Figure 1e,f), including tropical, subtropical, extra tropical regions, and even some middle
latitudes. The simulated SST of the wave run is observed to be cooler than that in the
no-wave run (Figure 1d). The student t test is a common method to estimate the robustness
of model results [44]; we used the method to make a significance test (overlaying points
in Figures 1, 7, and 8). We also noticed that the significant differences mainly distribute
on the southern ocean and the western Pacific. This suggests a reduction in the model
warmer bias when the wave model is implemented in FIO-ESM 2.0, although the difference
between the two experiments is minimal.

Figure 1. Climatological SST (°C) in (a) observational data, (b) wave run simulations, and (c) no-wave run simulations; (d)
difference between the wave run and no-wave run simulations, (e) difference between the wave run simulations and the
observation, and (f) the difference between the no-wave run simulations and the observation. The points (in (d)) denote the
statistically significant difference between wave run and no-wave run at the confidence level of 90%.

Previous studies have demonstrated that Bv introduced a great impact on the model
simulation, for example, suppressing the overly westward extension of the simulated
equatorial cold tongue [45] and improving the simulation of the mixed layer depth [15].
In Figure 2, the averaged Bv across the 50-year time-period is used to determine the
impact of Bv on SST. Bv exhibits the same spatial pattern as Figure 1d, with large (small)
values observed in high (low) latitudes, suggesting its dominant role in controlling the SST
differences between the two experiments.

Figure 2b depicts the vertical distribution of the multiyear and longitudinal averaged
Bv, while Figure 2c is the same, but for the difference of sea temperature between the two
experiments. Figure 2b,c are similar, for example, the maximum values occur close to the
global sea surface, decreasing rapidly with depth and increasing with latitude. This further
confirms the influence of waves on the sea temperature simulations.
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Figure 2. (a) Horizontal climatological surface Bv (cm2/s), (b) vertical climatological longitude−
averaged Bv (cm2/s), and (c) vertical climatological longitude−average ocean temperature (°C).

3.1. Influences on ENSO Properties

Ham et al. [36] revealed negative weak correlations between Nino3 and Nino4 indices
during the El Niño years, implying the separability of WP and CT El Niño. However,
the majority of climate models can only simulate one type of El Niño based on these
criteria [26,36]. To explore the ability of FIO-ESM 2.0 to describe the two El Niño types,
we calculated the correlation between the Nino3 and Nino4 indices during the boreal
winter for the two experiments and observational data (Figure 3). The observed value is
determined as −0.43, indicating that WP El Niño is independent of CT El Niño to some
extent. However, the two experiments differ from the observation (Figure 3). In particular,
the Nino3 and Nino4 indices are highly correlated (0.81 and 0.67 for the wave and no-wave
runs, respectively). This indicates the inability of FIO-ESM 2.0 to explain the two El Niño
types, irrespective of the inclusion of the wave model. Thus, the WP and CT El Niño events
remain unseparated in the following discussions.
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Figure 3. Nino3 vs. Nino4 indices during the boreal winter (DJF) of El Niño events in the observation
(red), wave run simulations (green), and no−wave run simulations (blue).

Following previous work [30], we employed the standard deviation of the Nino 3
index to examine the phase locking in the two experiments. Figure 4 presents the standard
deviation of each calendar month from the observational data and the two experiments. The
maximum and minimum standard deviations of the observations are observed in December
and April, respectively. Both experiments are able to reproduce the phase locking feature,
with the largest standard deviations occurring in boreal winter. The standard deviation
can be an effective indicator of the ENSO event strength [26]. The observed ENSO event
strength is underestimated in the two experiments (Figure 4). However, the simulated
ENSO amplitude is stronger and closer to the observation in the wave run compared to the
no-wave run.

Figure 4. Standard deviation of SST anomalies (°C averaged within the Niño 3 region in each month
for the observation (blue), wave run simulations (red), and no-wave run simulations (yellow).

ENSO has an irregular broadband period ranging from 2 to 7 years [30]. Figure 5
depicts the power spectrum of the Nino3 index determined from the observational data and
the two experiments. The observational data exhibits two major periods of approximately
3.5 and 4.7 years, with the first of a larger variance. However, the no-wave run power
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spectra of the Nino 3 index demonstrate multiple peaks, but a lower variance. This
suggests the lack of a principal period. The inclusion of the wave model results in two
obvious periods with a much larger variance centered at 3.3 years, indicating the stronger
performance of the wave run in simulating the ENSO period.

Figure 5. Nino 3 index spectra for the observation (green), wave run simulations (red), and no-wave
run simulations (blue).

3.2. Influences on El Niño and La Niña

We implemented composite analysis to explore the impacts of the wave model on the
ENSO phases. El Niño and La Niña events were selected when Nino 3.4 index was larger
or smaller than its one standard deviation during the boreal winter, respectively. Figure 6
presents the spatial distribution of the SST anomalies during the boreal winter of the El
Niño and La Niña events. The amplitudes of the El Niño events are underestimated by
approximately 0.2 ◦C in both experiments. The influence on the distribution and amplitude
of the warm phase is limited, irrespective of the inclusion of the wave model.

The observed results demonstrate the cooling anomalies of the La Niña events to be
concentrated in the Nino3.4 region, with an averaged amplitude of −1.6 ◦C close to the
equator (2◦ S–2◦ N, 170◦ W–120◦ W). However, in the no-wave run, the simulated SST
anomalies are restricted around the equator and the intensity is underestimated compared
to the observational data, with an averaged value of −1 ◦C. The inclusion of the wave
model enhances the La Niña, with an SSTA of−1.3 ◦C close to the equatorial region. This is
in stronger agreement with the observation compared with the no wave run and suggests
that the inclusion of the wave model to FIO-ESM 2.0 can relieve the weak bias of La Niña,
particularly near the equator.

In order to further depict the influences of the wave model on different ENSO phases,
we derived the evolution of SSTA, D20 anomalies, and zonal wind stress anomalies aver-
aged from 2◦ S to 2◦ N are derived during El Niño and La Niña cycles (Figures 7 and 8,
respectively). In the observation, westerly wind stress anomalies prevail over the western
and central Pacific during the development and mature phase of El Niño. Accompanied
by the wind anomalies, the thermocline deepens over the eastern Pacific and lifts over
the western Pacific. As a result, the warming SSTA over the equatorial eastern Pacific
are enhanced and peak during the boreal winter. In the no-wave run, the westerly wind
stress and thermocline depth anomalies are both weakly simulated, which consequently
weakens the simulated strength of El Niño to below that of the observation. The statistically
significant test shows that the wind-induced waves have significant impact on both zonal
wind stress anomalies and SSTA over considerable areas as highlighted by dots. However,
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the differences between wave run and no-wave run are not significant for thermocline
anomalies, probably because the impact of wave are manifested on upper ocean. The
introduction of the wave model slightly changes the evolution of the wind stress, ther-
mocline depth, and SST anomalies. This indicates the minimal effect of the wave model
on the El Niño simulation, which is consistent with the composite analysis in Figure 6.
Figure 8 depicts the wind stress anomaly simulations in the no-wave run of the La Niña
cycles. Similar to the El Niño events, the easterly wind stress anomalies are significantly
underestimated, resulting in weaker thermocline depth anomalies and SSTA. In the wave
run, the simulation of the easterly wind stress anomalies is enhanced, accompanied with
much stronger and closer-to-observation thermocline depth anomalies. This suggests the
obvious reduction in the bias of the thermocline depth anomalies for the wave run. As
expected, the SSTA are clearly strengthened during the La Niña peak phase. Similar to
El Niño events, the significant differences between the two runs also only occur for wind
anomalies and SSTA.

Figure 6. Distribution SST anomaly patterns (°C) of (a–c) ENSO warm phase and (A–C) cold phase in the observation, wave
run simulations, and no−wave run simulations; and (d,e,D,E) their differences.
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However, during El Niño events, SSTA are not affected by the waves because of the 
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Figure 7. El Niño composites in no−wave run simulations (left column), wave run simulations (middle column) and the
observation (right column). Time−longitude evolution of (a–c) surface zonal wind stress anomalies (TAUXA, dyne/cm2),
(d–f) thermocline depth anomalies (D20A, m) and (g–i) SSTA (°C) in the composites. The points (in middle column) denote
the statistically significant difference between wave run and no−wave run at the confidence level of 90%.

Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate that the El Niño and La Niña simulations in the no-
wave run suffer from the biases of weak surface wind stress anomalies, thermocline depth
anomalies and SSTA with respect to the observational data. The wave model has little
influence on the simulation of El Niño, and significantly improves the La Niña simulations.
This improvement is generally observed in the strength of cold events rather than the cold
location. Such an asymmetric impact of waves on El Niño and La Niña events may be
attributed to the interaction between ocean climatological states and waves. During the La
Niña events, the thermocline is shoaling in the eastern Pacific. The wave-induced mixing
has a great effect on the evolution of SSTA due to the shallow mixed layer. However,
during El Niño events, SSTA are not affected by the waves because of the deeper mixed
layer and thermocline depth in the eastern Pacific ocean.
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Figure 8. La Niña composites in no−wave run simulations (left column), wave run simulations (middle column) and the
observation (right column). Time−longitude evolution of (a–c) surface zonal wind stress anomalies (TAUXA, dyne/cm2),
(d–f) thermocline depth anomalies (D20A, m) and (g–i) SSTA (°C) in the composites. The points (in middle column) denote
the statistically significant difference between wave run and no−wave run at the confidence level of 90%.

3.3. Heat Budget Analysis

In order to further explore the effects of the wave model on the simulation of La Niña
events, we conducted a heat budget analysis of the mixed layer (from the surface to 50 m
depth) during the cold events. Following Kug [24], we derived the temperature equation
as follows:

∂tT′ = −u′∂x
−
T− −u∂xT′ − u′∂xT′︸ ︷︷ ︸
zonal advection

−v′∂y
−
T− −v∂yT′ − v′∂yT′︸ ︷︷ ︸

meridional advection

−w′∂z
−
T− −w∂zT′ −w′∂zT′︸ ︷︷ ︸
vertical advection

+ R

where u, v, w, and T represent the zonal, meridional, vertical current, and the temperature
averaged from 5◦ S to 5◦ N in the mixed layer, respectively; the overbars and primes
indicate monthly climatology and anomalies, respectively; and R represents the residual
term.
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Figure 9 depicts the temperature anomaly tendency (∂tT′), the zonal advection (−u′∂x
−
T−

−
u∂xT′ − u′∂xT′), meridional advection (−v′∂y

−
T− −v∂yT′ − v′∂yT′), and vertical advection

(−w′∂z
−
T− −w∂zT′ −w′∂zT′) terms, respectively, averaged over 9 months prior to the maxi-

mum cooling that spans the entire period of an event from the developing to mature phase.
All three advections in the no-wave run are responsible for the development of the La Niña
events. The vertical advection exerts the greatest contribution, followed by the meridional
and zonal advections. The introduction of the wave model results in an obvious increase
in the temperature anomaly tendency by 0.05 °C/month, indicating the enhancement of
the La Niña event strength. This is consistent with the results discussed in Section 3. The
zonal, meridional, and vertical advection terms contribute to the increased temperature
anomaly tendency by approximately 0.02, 0.04, and 0.02 (°C/month), respectively. Despite
the maximal increase in the meridional advection, the vertical advection is still the domi-
nant contributor to the development of La Niña. The increased vertical advection may be
attributed to its inherent association with nonbreaking wave-induced mixing. In short, the
three advection terms are all intensified by the introducing of the wave model during the
La Niña development, resulting in the enhanced strength of La Niña events.

Figure 9. Oceanic mixed layer heat budget during La Niña events based on the no−wave run (blue) and wave run (red)
simulations. U, V, W, and T represent the zonal advection, meridional advection, vertical advection, and temperature
anomaly tendency, respectively (°C/month). The black bars denote one standard deviation.

4. Conclusions

ENSO is an important climate phenomenon that has great impacts on the global
climate and weather. Since the first coupled ENSO model was developed, various types
of coupled models have been designed and used for ENSO simulation and prediction,
including simple models, intermediate coupled models, hybrid coupled models to fully
coupled general circulation models (GCMs). With these efforts, significant progress of
ENSO simulation has been made over the past four decades. However, there are still great
challenges in simulating some features of ENSO. For example, many CGCMs cannot well
simulate ENSO diversity, whereas warming anomalies are also often squeezed near the
equator [26,27,30,36].

To improve ENSO simulation, we explored the role of wind-induced waves in ENSO
features in this paper, which are absent in most of current climate models. For this purpose,
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we conducted two sets of experiments using FIO-ESM 2.0 with and without a wave model
to determine the impacts of wind-induced waves on ENSO. In particular, we compared the
two experiments in terms of the strength, period, phase locking, and phases of ENSO. The
key findings and conclusions are summarized in the following:

(1) In both experiments, the simulation of SST suffers from a basin-wide warm bias.
The inclusion of the wave model to FIO-ESM 2.0 reduces the warm bias to some
extent, particularly in the extratropical region. Differences in the SST between the
two experiments have similar spatial distribution to the Bv, with large values in high
latitudes and low values in low latitudes. Further analysis demonstrates that the
nonbreaking wave-induced vertical mixing influences the SST simulations.

(2) FIO-ESM 2.0 is unable to effectively characterize the two types of El Niño events (i.e.,
WP El Niño and CT El Niño). Moreover, the impact of waves on ENSO diversity is
limited.

(3) The two experiments are able to reproduce the phase locking feature, yet they tend to
underestimate the strength of ENSO events. This bias is slightly reduced when the
wave model is introduced into FIO-ESM 2.0. The wave model can also improve the
ENSO period simulations.

(4) The wave model has little influence on the simulation of the El Niño strength. How-
ever, the bias in the simulation of the La Niña amplitude is significantly reduced.
Without the wave model, the cooling anomalies are clearly underestimated and re-
stricted around the equator in FIO-ESM 2.0. The inclusion of the wave model increases
the maximum amplitude of the cooling anomalies, resulting in values much closer to
the observation. In short, the wave model exerts asymmetric influences on El Niño
and La Niña events. This can be attributed to the different ocean states. During El
Niño events, the thermocline is deep in the east, and thus the wave-induced mixing
has little impact on SST anomalies. However, during La Niña events, the thermocline
is shallow in the east, which facilitates the upwelling of the cold water to the surface
by wave-induced mixing, strengthening the amplitude of La Niña.

(5) Heat budget analysis of the mixed layer revealed that when the wave model is
introduced into FIO-ESM 2.0, the vertical, zonal, and meridional advection terms are
strengthened. This consequently amplifies the intensity of La Niña and improves
simulation accuracy.

The wave model consists of four processes: the Bv; stokes drifts on air–sea fluxes; sea
spray on air–sea heat fluxes; and SST diurnal cycle parameterization [17]. In this paper, the
individual impacts of the four processes are not separated; rather, they are all turned off in
the no-wave run and turned on in the wave run. Based on previous studies [37,44] and
the high similarity of the SST differences between the two experiments and Bv, we suggest
that the impact of waves on ENSO originates from the contribution of Bv. The effects of the
three waved-related processes (the stokes drift on air–sea fluxes, sea spray on air-sea heat
fluxes, and SST diurnal cycle parameterization) are likely to be minimal. The confirmation
of this is reserved for future work.
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